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601149

MINIGREEN
The MINIGREEN is a vegetable slicer 
designed to prepare raw salad vegetables 
such as grated carrots and celery, sliced 
cucumber, shredded cabbage, beetroot, 
etc. quickly and safely. Easy to use and 
clean, the MINIGREEN is the ever-ready 
ideal solution for economic preparation of 
buffets of freshly cut vegetables, trays of 
starters or à la carte service.

FEATURES 
 
V The vegetable cutter is easily 
positioned on any type of surface and is 
easy to use thanks to its wide load 
hopper.  
V Large vegetables can be fed directly 
into the loading hopper; a piston 
presses the vegetables against the 
cutting discs and grids ensuring an 
even cut in a short amount of time.  
V The loading of long shaped 
vegetables (carrots, courgettes, 

cucumbers etc.) is through the special 
cylindrical opening in the piston itself. 
V For operator safety a microswitch 
stops the machine if the hopper is 
opened during operation.  
V A safety device only allows the cutter 
to operate if the hopper is closed; in the 
event of a power cut, the cutter will not 
restart until the operator presses the 
start button.  
V Manufactured in a sturdy plastic 
material.



Specifications
MODEL

MIG4
601181

MIG
601149

External dimensions - mm
    width 216 216
    depth 347 347
    height 412 412
Cutting capacity - kg/h
    carrots 100 100
Power - kW
    installed-electric 0.25 0.25
Net weight - kg. 12 12
Supply voltage 220...240 V, 1N,

50/60
220...240 V, 1N, 50

Included accessories
CODE DESCRIPTION

MIG4
601181

MIG
601149

653178 GRATING DISC 2MM 1
653171 SHREDDING DISC 2 MM 1
653176 SLICING DISC 2 MM 1
653177 SLICING DISC 3 MM 1

Optional accessories
CODE DESCRIPTION

MIG4
601181

MIG
601149

653007 DISC WITH CORRUGATED BLADES 2MM ✓ ✓

653178 GRATING DISC 2MM ✓ ✓

653003 GRATING DISC 3 MM ✓ ✓

653004 GRATING DISC 4 MM ✓ ✓

653005 GRATING DISC 7 MM ✓ ✓

653171 SHREDDING DISC 2 MM ✓ ✓

653006 SHREDDING DISC 4 MM ✓ ✓

653176 SLICING DISC 2 MM ✓ ✓

653177 SLICING DISC 3 MM ✓ ✓

653001 SLICING DISC 5MM ✓ ✓

653002 SLICING DISC 7MM ✓ ✓
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The manufacturer reserves the right to modify and make improvements to the products without
giving prior warning. Dimensions, illustrations, technical data, weights, etc. are given as an
indication only.

Installation drawings
XXX

EI - Electrical connection 220...240 V, 1N, 50/60 220...240 V, 1N, 50
MODEL

MIG4
601181

MIG
601149

601181, 601149
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